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INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
.
1 
This study attempts to analyze ten workbooks in Second il 
~,.·11 Grade Number. In some school systems, the workbook is the 1:1 
I ~~ 
'i course of study. In other school systems, the workbook is 1, 
ij used as supplementary material. In any case, the use of jil 
It 1 il arithmetic workbooks has become more prevalent. Therefore, if 
1
1 an analysis of number workbooks will suplly valuable informa-jl 
!I tion to anyone whose object it is to select such a workbook. 11 
The ten workbooks were analyzed for Content - Processes -1! 
li 
I 
Addition and Subtraction, Counting and Writing Numbers, Mea- i1 
surement, Money, Fractions, Comparisons, Problems, Reviews, 
!I Practices, and Tests. 
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CHAPTER I 
SUMMARY OF THE PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
'I I, 
II 
I 
I 
ij 
il 
il 
il 
It 
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CHAPI'ER I 
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH AND 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
'I 
:1 Brueclmer1 has prepared a text on practical discussion 
\lin the teaching of arithmetic for teachers of the first six 
il 
J[ grades. The problems he attempts to answer through the 
:j 
!I following questions are: 
',I 
:I 1. What are the objectives of the teaching of 
arithmetic? 
What is the role of arithmetic in General 
Education? 
2. What contributions has arithmetic made to 
social progress? 
3. How should the curriculum be selected and 
organized? 
4. What are the principles of teaching that 
should be regarded as basic of learning is 
to be meaningful and successful? 
5. How can these principles be applied to the 
teaching of oper~tions with whole numbers, 
fractions, and decimals, and in problem 
solving? 
6. What difficulties do children have in learn-
ing arithmetic? 
How can these difficulties be located, 
diagnosed, and corrected? 
lLeo J. Brueckner and Foster E. Grossnickle. How to 
Make Arithmetic Mean!ngful. Philadelphia: John C. Winston 
Company, 1947. p. 513. 
2 
7. What procedures can be used to develop in 
children the power to do quantitative 
thinking and to apply quantitative proce-
dures in dealing with problematic situations? 
8. How can we evaluate learning in arithmetic? 
9. What kinds of instructional supplies and 
materials can be used to make learning effi-
cient and successful? How can we adapt in-
struction to individual differences? In 
what ways can use be made of community re-
sources to make arithmetic vital and meaning-
ful? 
Keelorl discusses the type or curriculum necessary for 
pupils of the second grade, that they may gain their best 
possible growth intellectually, socially, and physically. 
I The text offers, as a partial answer to the question, a few 
I units of work that have been tried with pupils of second 
1
: grade age. The first few chapters describe the centers of 
!I 
!I interest, while succeeding chapters tell of the skill sub-
jects that were associated with the centers of interest and 
how these skill subjects were developed. The concluding 
chapters give an analysis or the children's habits of work 
I 11 I which must necessarily help determine the choice of the cur- II 
li riculum. Keelor also discusses number activities in addition~~ 
il II 
it and subtraction, with an outline of work for the year. 11 
![ i 
1Kather1ne L. Keelor. Curriculum Studies in Second 
1 
Grade. Lincoln School, Teachers College, Columbia University!! 
Bureau of Publications, 1925. p. VII, 96-108. 
n i 
3 
Robinsonl gives a composite expression of the ideas of 
I 
mathematics and the teacher - as found by querying twenty-sixi
1
) 
presidents of normal and teacher colleges, heads of mathema-
tic departments, and teachers of professional courses in 
arithmetic in these institutions. 
He deals with the following problems: 
i) 
li 
i! 
II 
il 
;: 
(1) Difficulties 11 
1 
which different teachers have with the problems of method; 1! 
·I 11 
1 ( 2) Materials of instruction in professional courses in ~~: 
',I arithmetic; (.3) Classroom activities of fifty-one profession-!, 
II II 
1 al courses in arithmetic in twenty-four institutions for the 
II 
I ii 
,I 
education of teachers, are most pertinent to this study. 
Buswell2 gives a selected list of one hundred arithme-
tical terms, classified by grades where used. The purpose 
of the study is to determine the nature and development of 
children's concepts of arithmetical terms. Study of the 
problem involves determihing when children begin to under-
stand the terms and how their first concepts change and en-
large. 
lArthur F. Robinson. The Professional Education of the 
Elementary School Teacher in the Field of Arithmetic. New 
York: Teachers College, Columbia University, Bureau of 
Publications, 19.36. 
2G. T. Buswell and John Lenore. The Vocabulary of 
Arithmetic. (Grades I;.;.IV) Supplementary Educational Mono-
graph, No. ,38. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
January 19.31. p. 12-1.3, 10.3-104. 
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il 
II 
:I 
il 
:j 
!I In order to determine the words which are known to 
il pupils of various grade levels, group tests were devised and ,, 
il administered and results presented in table form and dis- J 
tl 
l/ cussed. Tables XVI and XLI give responses of pupils by grarus 
;[- from grades one through six of twenty-five selected words: 
!i 
:I li spend, number, enough, ~' count, smaller, ..!!!£b, another, 
il 
II worth, each, equal, subtract, average, quart, carry, ~. 
li 
'I li borrow, product, rectangle, fraction, acre, discount, quo-
!i tient,, ~. decimal~ These words are also classified for 
n 
il satisfactory response, and the omission of the wrds by 
II 
1 grades. Children in grades one to six were checked in like 
I 
I i manner for "reasonable answer" in response to arithmetical 
I 
!I 
I! phrases, such as "per yard". 
,I 
II (/ The conclusion from Buswell • s study is that the school 
II should supply a gradually increasing body of experience which 
\I will provide a meaningful background for the terms that must 
]I be learned. The fullness of meaning will depend on the 
II maturity of the pupil. Teachers and authors of textbooks he 
II says: 
II 
:I ,, 
;'I 
il 
i 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
il 
I 
Are so committed to arithmetic as it is that 
they often fail to recognize that the theory that 
rational concepts cannot be developed in the lower 
grades is nothing more than an unproved hypothesis. 
It may not be possible to achieve rationalization 
with the present organization and grade placement 
of subject matter. However, an equally good hypo-
thesis might be formulated by assuming as the con-
stant element the necessity of a clear understand-
ing of the terms and processes of the subject and 
~====~========================~~== 
" ~ ~~ 
'I 
il 
q 
I 
. I 
![ 
'I He 
i.l 
:I 
!I 
I 
'I 
'!) 
,, 
letting organization and grade placement be the 
variable element • 
continues: 
If pupils are to think clearly 1n ari thme-
tic, they must have valid concepts of the t ermi-
nology of the subject. The words borrow, cancel, 
carry, and reduce must not be associated simply 
with textbook definitions which can be memorized. 
They must be intimately associated with a back-
ground of experience of the type which gives 
vividness to such words as school, baseball, and 
Christmas. 
Until pupils' concepts 1n arithmetic are as clear as 
their concepts on the playground, there is little reason to 
ji 
•I li 
!I 
;: 
expect that the abilities of pupils will go far 
Ji !I 
beyond compu-!j 
I· il 
II ,, 1
, tational arithmetic. 
li 
!I 
il 
Brownelll reports an experimental study of the develop-
I 
1
• ment of children' s ideas 1n the primary grades. The problem 
[ in Chapter II is to ascertain the comparative difficulty of 
:: 
I· 
:1 apprehension of the numbers from three to twelve when they 
1
j are presented to children in visual concrete form as "number 
lj pictures". Chapter III states the methods characteristic of 
I, 
•I ,, 
!! ,, 
il children in the A sections of the first five grades in appre-
1
;
1 
:1 hending visual concrete number. Correlation and partial '! 
!i il il correlation are employed in Chapter IV, first, to isolate the'.·i, 
!I 
1
1 factors involved in the ability to apprehend visual concrete 
I' 
.I 
!i 
li ----::----- ·' 
i'j lWilliam A. Brownell. The Development of Children's lj 
i Number Ideas in the Primary Grades. Supplementary Education-!: 
II al Monographs, No. 35. Chicago: University of Chicago ;i 
,
1 
Press, 1928. p. XIII, 241. 11 
;I 
=~~==*================================= 
1: 
il 
I! 
,: number, and second, to measure the influence of these factors li 
II 
l in the development of that ability. Chapters V, VI, and VII 1! 
i 1', 
1 are based on an analysis of the mental processes exhibited by lj 
i individual pupils in the A section of the first four grades I! 
i in the Ray School, Chicago, Illinois when they were dealing Jl 
I II jl with various types of number material. jl 
Saucierl points to the shift of emphases in arithmetic II 
from automatic habits or mechanical skills, to comprehension, 1! 
! 
thinking, and social insight in plans for teaching arithmetic I 
I I 
j' especially in the lower grades. "There is," he states, "in- I 
! I 
I creasing recognition of the value of readiness in arithmetic, II 
I concrete arithmetic, incidental, or informal arithmetic in 1lf 
I I ) the field." Among leaders in the field there is practically 11 
i unanimity of opinion that formal and abstract arithmetic does 1/ 
I: 
not belong in the primary grades. 
Reed2 in discussing organization, says that insofar as 
it applies to the learning of arithmetic, those factors, if 
Jl 
II 
! 
i 
recognized make numbers meaningful and tie them into a sys tem.lj 
According to this principle, one learns by perception, by II 
!i 
! 
lw. A. Saucier. Theory gpd Practice in the Elementary 
School. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1947. p. IX, 537. 
2Homer B. Reed. Psychology of Elementary School Sub-
Jects, Revised Edition. New York: Ginn and Company, 1938. 
p. 30:3. 
7 
8 
relations or meanings. Thus, we try to develop insight in 
the pupil or understanding. Efforts in this direction are 
probably more fruitful; in arithmetic more than in any other ~· 
subject because numbers really constitute a system. 
!i 
'I To avoid)' 
interference and confusion it is important that a school 
system should select one method of addition and one method 
of subtraction and stay with it. 
:! 
Reed also discusses methods of adjusting instruction to 
individual differences which he feels is similar to such pro-;: 
blems in reading. He also mentions that a distinction should 
be made between what is taught and what is to be mastered, 
feeling that much more should be taught than should be 
mastered. He advises the avoidance of abstractions unrelated 
to life and too far removed from the child's experience for 
him to grasp. 
Lanel feels that of all the skill and drill subjects 
arithmetic offers the greatest number of difficulties. 
Spelling, penmanship, English usage, and work-type reading 
are closely linked in the modern school with the situations 
that give rise to the need for the, even though the actual 
drill or practice comes in a separate period. Arithmetic on 
lRobert Hill Lane. The Teacher in t.he Modern Elementacr, 
School. New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1941. p. 350-J.' 
i! 
'I 4-
the other hand, has been a separate subject in most elemen-
tary schools for many years, and it is only recently that 
arithmetic began to move from its isolated position in the 
curriculum to a closer relationship with the elementary 
school subjects. It is quite possible that arithmetic, like 
reading, and the language arts, may disappear from the time 
table and become closely integrated with social studies, 
SQience, the esthetic and practical arts. It is equally 
possible that it may remain as a school subject in its own 
right as well as in integration with other subjects. 
Colel states that in the past, arithmetic has been over-
emphasized and underlearned. Present day emphasis is upon 
the social values of arithmetic, the use of numbers by chil-
dren in their daily lives, rather than upon the use of 
numbers which children may use after they grow up. Teachers 
should use less drill and more effort to make arithmetic in- 11 
telligible. The lower second grade should have the fifty 
harder combinations, at a mental age of seven years and 
eleven months; the high second grade should have the multi-
plication combinations at a mental age of eight years and 
!I 
'I 
:: five months. The first semester there should be counting up 
I 
,, 
1: 
1: 
II 
'·I ,, 
'; to 500 by 51 s and 10 1 s; to 100, by 2 1 s. There should be 
!!·units of measure for handling money. The second semester the: 
i! 
li jl __ "'-=' ___ _ 
lLuella Cole. The Elementary School Subjects. 
.... : · ···. ·,, Rinehart and Company, 1946. p. 323-329. 
'{ . l !I 
======~======================================~~======~ 
I 
New York:! 
., 
9 
ll 
(J fundamental combinations in subtraction, and addition of 
II 
three digits - all less than 5 should be practiced. 
Leel feels that number experiences need to be based on 
the purposes of the elementary school. The goal in arithme-
tic is tmderstanding - not mechanical response. Supply as 11 
i: 
li 
many situations as possible for the use of number. He states 
that the usual procedure now is to offer what is called 
incidental number experiences. Results of experimentation 
show that whne in the first and second grades actual exper-
iences have been utilized to give number meanings to the 
children, more learning takes place than in the formal pro-
gram. 
Gray2 summarized the relation between mental ability 
and achievement in arithmetic as follows: (1) There is a 
stage in a child's mental growth before which it is ineffec-
tive, if not futile, to teach a given topic in arithmettc, 
but after which most children can learn it reasonably well; 
(2) The relation of achievement in arithmetic to mental age 
,, 
\ depends not only upon the level of intelligence but also upon:! 
the position of that level in the ii group receiving instruction;! 
:: 
I' 
,j (J) Pupils of higher ability show no distinct preference for ii 
q .i 
!I lJ. Murray Lee and Dorris May. The Child and His Cyrri-
il culum. New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1942. p. XII, 459. 
IJ 
!! 2William Henry Gray. Psychology of Elementary School 
tl Sub.lec~s. New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1942. p. XII, 
I 459. 
:I ,, 
" 
10 
the types of problems presented to them for solution. They 
perform equally well on all types presented. Pupils of low 
ability prefer and perform better on problems involving no 
complex situations. 
Gray continues that improvement in one function in 
arithmetic may result in substantial gains in related rune-
tions. il 
!I 
The amount of transfer of training depends not only 
~ I 
!I 
'i 
:I 
upon the untaught functions, but upon the relation between 
the taught and the untaught functions, and upon the method 
of teaching as well. Specifically directed methods will 
greatly increase the amount of transfer. 
, Van Engenl discusses the "Method of Developing and 
Understanding of Place Value in the Second and Third Grade 
Arithmetic", in which he says that in spite of the emphasis i :i 
d 
of the decade upon "meaningful" arithmetic there seems to be II 
'I 
:! lacking some suggestions for a concrete meaning of teaching i' 
II the pupil in the lower elementary school the meaning of place!: 
'I 
value. The methods suggested are usually of a semi-concrete l,i 
II 
nature. For the slow-learning pupil, the semi-concrete way II !I 
!! 
I 
i may not be too meaningful. 
~I 
ij 
:1 ----=1-H-.-V-an- Engen. "Developing An Understanding of Place 
II Value in the Second and Third Grade Arithmetic." School 
i Science and Mathematics 49-112; May 1945. 
I 
\I 
)I 
I 
' 
1_1 
II He continues, arithmetic is an ever-expanding system of II 
inter-related number concepts. Understanding one phase of 
I 
1 the system depends upon an understanding of preceding phases.J 
I For example, the child cannot do meaningful and accurate I: 
~ \ d 
II rational counting until he understands one-to-one correspond-i/ 
'I I' i) ence. He cannot put groups together to make a larger group ,:
1
, 
!I ! 
, and determine the number in the large group until he can li 
II d 
!I 
II 
determine the number of items of objects in each of the 
i smaller groups which he is to combine. When children are 
I, 
interested and can understand, they learn. Children under- ji 
stand the things which are clear to their experiences and are!\ 
on the level of their maturity. 
conscious of number processes and to use them effectively 
in understanding the more formal processes and, even more 
important, in using these processes effectively in their 
I daily affairs. 
I 
I 
!, 
lolga Adams. "Readiness 1n the Primary Grades." 
mentary School Journal 48: 91-96; October 1947. 
Ele-
I 
12 
i I• 
i1 II 
:[ McSwainl urges a functional program 1n arithmetic, while\J 
jl '! 
'I Fernald2 discusses the failure in school subjects. She lists:,! 
il the causes of failure in arithmetic as (1) lack of sufficientli 
I 
skill in fundamentals to enable them to work rapidly and :1 
accurately even when the methods of solving the problems are 
correct, and {2) inability to solve problems. Both these 
inadequacies are due to lack of adequate number concepts. 
MillsJ states that when a child enters the first grade 
he may be able to count by rote and may understand several 
qualitative and quantitative words but their abilities are 
not sufficient to introduce the child to an abstract idea, 
such as J plus 2 equals five. There is no justification in 
~i delaying the development of a vocabulary having numerical 
i 
, concepts. 
'I 
;II 
I, 
LeBonn4 reports that teachers in his study seemed 
i[ 
!I generally in agreement that the amount of transfer of k:now-
1! 
I 
·i ledge on one process in arithmetic and knowledge in another 
i !I __ __,.. ___ _ 
'j lE. T. McSwain. "A Functional Program in Arithmetic." 
,I Elementary School Journal 48: 380-384; March 1947. 
'.\ 2Grace M. Fernald. Remedial Techniques in Basic School 
:1 Subjects. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1943. 
:>i p. 213-2.5.5. ;! 
'I 
'
1 3Mekl Douglass Mills. Teaching in the Elementary Schoo~: 
:.1 New York: Ronald Press Company, 19.50~ p • .541. · 
:i 4walter A. LeBonn. "A Study of Teachers• Opinions in 
:
1 
Methods of Teaching Arithmetic in the Elementary School. n 
I Journal of Educational Research 43: 8; September 1949. 
I 
+ I il 
I 
I 
13 
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i 
I 
·1 process is directly related to the amount of accuracy which 
! 
1 children achieve in the first process and to the methods of 
I teaching and the amount of meaning which children grasp. 
i Teaching method and meaning are favored by them somewhat 
above accurace as the basis of transfer. 
!i 
!i 
!II, 
II 
!i 
I' 
II 
II 
" 
ll 
i! !i 
ii 
Millsl suggests for concrete work an arithmetic display il 
!; 
I 
I 
. I 
,, 
I 
table and work table. He urges that there is a place for 
meaningful drill in arithmetic. An effective drill is based 
on the following principles: 
1. 
2. 
., 
.J• 
Drill must follow understanding. 
The child must go to work in an aggressive 
and attentive way. 
Children must have felt need for the drill • 
4. Each child must be working on his own in-
dividual needs. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Children must know what the response pattern 
is to be. 
Children must have a means whereby they can 
check to see whether their responses have 
been correct. 
Provision must be made so that a child can 
correct the error immediately if he has made 
an incorrect response. 
Periods for drill must be short • 
Sullivan2 feels that knowledge and judgment objectives 
II 
I' 
I 
If L 
'I 
II 
li 
if II 
II 
l1 
:! 
,I should be set up if the child is to have correct concepts and:: 
I j; 
I ' 
·t 
·i lMills, ~· cit., p. 196. 
,i 2B. J. Sullivan and Alice B. Beals. A Curriculum Guide 
1
; 
1.4 
\. ... / 
.
1
1 for Intermediate Grade Teachers. Massachusetts State Depart- \i 
: ment of Education Bulletin, Chapter LX. p. 34-123. :• 
~~===-*=======,======~=-· =="======.;:,·=· ... - . ==F===== 
'I 
;j 
II 
i1 
il 
:
1
1 
understandings. The newer psychology of arithmetic empha-
li 
l'i 
:I 
I 
I il 
:1 sizes the development 
:1 habituation. 
of rich understandings, not meaningless I 
!I 
:i In the change of emphasis fl-om teaching subjects to 
I 
., 
'I 
,j teaching children, we have developed a technique of using 
1! the subject matter as a tool whereby we not only teach the 
~ : 
il three R' s but develop the child himself. 
il 
1' Buckingha.ml feels that no mathematics is possible with-
:i 
I 
11 out concepts. This is a self-evident fact. 
il 
1
:1' Research .Qn the Place of Workbooks _!!} Teaching Primary Grade 
I Number 
'I 
11 Kerr2 states that many supervisors, teachers, and school 
I, 
lj administrators refuse to use workbooks in their classrooms 
il 
1 because they are not defensible professionally but a kind of 
busy work. However, many such books are valuable because 
'i many textbooks do not contain enough practice material for 
:I 
ij the average pupil to use. When the possibility of using 
ii workbooks is being considered, the teacher should have clear-
'i 
')ly in mind exactly which functions he wishes the workbook to 
I 
.! fulfill. The work should be carefully planned by the teacher 
;j___,__ 
'i lBuckingham and J. MacLatchey. 
•1' Arithmetic." Twenty-Ninth Yearbook 
!, for the Study of Education, Part 1. 
jl Chapter II, p. LX, 749. 
,I 
"The Social Value of 
of the National Society 
Bloomington, Illinois. 
'I 
1
1 2Margaret Kerr. "Teaching with Workbooks." Elementary 
:i School Journal 218-221; December 1947. 
!l 
:15 
~====~, ======================== 
I 
il before the use of such a book is considered. Its sentence 
il' structure and vocabulary should be carefully graded before 
~ using. 
II 
:r Mills1 says :i of workbooks that while controlled experi- :1 
!i mentation in the use of workbooks has not yet been definitely!: 
I! ;, 
i established as to the degree of their value, some of the ex-
1 
I 
! 
:j periments have indicated that pupils' performance on written 
tests was much more satisfactory in classes in which work-
books were used than in those where they were not used. 
Brueckner2 presents the results of the examination of 
five workbooks for Grade I and II and shows the following 
differences in the number of addition and subtraction facts 
taught: 
Workbook A All addition and subtraction facts, 
no other computations. 
Workbook B - All addition and subtraction facts 
as well as computations. 
Workbook C - All addition and subtraction facts 
with a sum of 10 or less, and related 
subtraction facts. 
Workbook D - All addition facts with facts of 9 
or less, and related subtraction 
facts. 
:1 Workbook E - All addition facts with sums of 6 or 
:·~ less, and related subtraction facts. 
'I 
:i li Similar variations are found in the teaching of major number 
i: 
!I processes, as found in widely used textbooks. He concludes 
'I 11--~---il lMills, .21?• ill·, p. 295. 
~, 'I 2 t 77 '~ l====~!i======~B~r~u~e~c~kn~e~r~,~O~P~·~c~i~·~'~P~·~~·============ 
i! 
'I 
1_6 
I 
!, 
li 
that the confusion resulting from these differences is very II 
!I 
li 
II great. jl 
II Bru.ecknerl presents Table XIX, p. 495, which smws a 1
1 
II 
!' 
summary of provisions for essential features in an eighteen lj 
1 series of arithmetic workbooks for Grades III - VI. He also 1i !I 
lists five standards for the material to be contained in 
II workbooks. 
il Carrothers2 observes that 1n first class schools with 
rl efficient teachers, workbooks judiciously used are serving 
'j a very useful purpose. But below-average teachers, of which II 
'I if 
I' there are increasing numbers today, obtain less satisfactory I' 
results with workbooks and other "prepared" reliefs than withljl 
the usual or traditional methods. He concludes that the 
situation is in need of thorough investigation. 
, Research shows workbooks are available and that the 
1
1 content differs. Therefore, this study is an attempt to 
!I analyze ten second grade arithmetic workbooks. 
!I 
!I 
libid., p. 493-499· 
2George E. Carrothers. 11 Workbooks. 11 Education Digest 
32; April 1945. 
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CHAPI'ER II 
PLAN OF STUDY 
CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
The writer chose for analysis the number workbooks of 
ten companies published between the years 194J and 1951. 
1. Clark, Mae Knight and Laura Cushman. Numbers at Work. 
The Macmillan Company, 1949. p. 218. Price $.45. 
2. Buswell, Guy F. and William A. Brownell and John Lenore. 1
1
· 
JollY Numbers. Ginn and Company, 1944. p. 160. : 
3· 
il 
4
. 
i' 
I 
i 
I 
I 
s. 
I 6 il • 
I' :I 
,j 
i! 7 
'I • il 
ii II 
8. 
10. 
Price $.76. ' 
Durell, Thomas J. and Adaline B. Hagamen. 
for Today. Charles E. Merrill Company, 
Price $.52. 
Arithmetic li 
1951. p. 120.,: 
I 
Findley, w. c., J. W. Studebaker, and F. B. Knight. I 
Number Stories - Workbook 2. Scott, Foresman and I 
Company, 1951. p. 96. Price $.52. li 
,f 
Pershing, Evelyn. Happy Times with Numbers. 
Bacon, Inc., 1951. p. 126. Price $.64. Allyn and !j 
II 
II 
II 
Wien, F. Lynwood, Joseph H. Randall, Anita E. Herrick. 
Learning About Numbers. D. C. Heath and Company, 
1944. p. 105. Price $.60. · 
! 
Barden, Agnes and Jack Carter. How to Work With Number~ 
Rand McNally and Company, 1943. p. 96. Price $.60. -~~ 
li 
Wheat, Margaret Leck~e and Harry Grove Wheat. Workbook -11 
Row-Peterson Arithmetic. Row-Peterson and Company, 
1
j 
1951. p. 128. Price $.48. li 
II 
Schlegel, Albert G. W., William H. Bristow, Armeda P. 11 
Eberly, Ella Stiles. Practice Exercises in Arithmetic,
1
1 
The Continental Press, 1948. p. 128. Price $.27. , 
Clark, John R., ArthurS. 
My Second Number Book. 
p. 109. Price $.56. 
I 
Otis and Caroline Hatton Clark'lll 
World Book Company, 1945. , 
'I 
I 
,I 
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I 
'i 
" ii 
:: Each workbook was analyzed for content and the number 
I 
l of pages on which the content was found. 
'I 
1. The Processes selected--
Addition sums less than 10, greater than 10, 
and higher decade addition. 
Subtraction minuends less than 10, greater than 
10, and higher decade subtraction. 
2. Numbers - Counting and Writing 
J. Measurement - Definite measurement 
4. Money 
5. Fractions 
6. Comparisons 
Problems 
8. Reviews, Practices, and Tests 
il 
:.•!: 
ii 
1
1
1 A table listing the items and number of pages on which !I 
II 
II such items occur was made for each workbook. il 
i Next, an over-all table was made to show the totals for j! 
1j all the workbooks included 1n the study. If 
II I! 
il Definition of Terms 1: 
II 
'I 
:I 
il 
:i 
il 
!I 
1. The counting of numbers by 21 s, 5's, and 10 1 s: 
Ex. In ~ Second Number ~' p. Jl 
Count by 2's. 
_L.B:_ _____ _ 
Count by 5's 
.i_.lQ.U_ 
------
Count by lO's 
lQ~-
------
=~ L 
2. 
In Jolly Numbers, p. 55 
Count dots by 3's 
.J_.2_ ____ _ 
The writing of numbers: 
Ex. In ~ Second Number Book, p. 43 
Write the missing numbers 
1.Q~..1Q ___ 1Jl_ 
t~:P---~-
1.2lb12=.!2==~ 
Process - Addition sums less than 10: 
Ex. In Numbers ~ Work, p. 125 
100 
.5.Q 
20 
~ 
i 
7 - 1 = 8 5 - 5 
I 
= lOd 
:! 
Addition sums greater than 10: 
Ex. In Numbers at ~. p. 126 
7 - 9 = 16 8 - 7 = 15 8 - 9 = 17 9 - 9 = lB 
Higher Decade Addition: 
Ex. In Practice Exercises ~ Arithmetic, p. 99 
13 - 3 = 16 32 - 2 = 34 51 - 3 = 54 
41 - 2 = 4) 
Process - Subtraction minuends less than 10: 
Ex. In 11:£ Second Number Book, p. 24 
6 - 2 = 4 7 - J = 4 6 - 5 = 1 7 - 6 = 1 
Subtraction minuends greater than 10: 
Ex. In Elementary Arithmetic, Buckingham, p. 132 
11 - 2 = 9 15 - 9 = 6 17 - 8 = 9 18 - 9 = 9. 
:1 
Higher Decade Subtraction: 
Ex. In Elementary Arithmetic, p. 134 
15 - 5 = 10 19 - 4 = 15 29 - 6 = 23 
.; 
,, 
,, 
i: 
i' 
ii ;: 
87-3~1 
20 
3. In analyzing for measurement, it was definite 
measurement that was sought: 
Ex. In Number Stories Workbook, p. 19 
Ex. 
Ex. 
Ex. 
Here are ten more clocks. 
Look at the time under each clock. 
Make each clock show that time. 
On page 85 of the same workbook: 
1 quart is the same as pints. 
The bottle in Picture A holds quart, 
pint. 
On page 62: 
Measure each line with your ruler. 
Line A is ______ inches long. 
Line B is inches long. 
Line C is inches long. 
On page 32: 
December 1 comes on 
Monday Wednesday ____ _ 
December 23 comes on 
Saturday __ _ 
Thursday Tuesday ____ _ Friday __ _ 
In Arithmetic For Todaz, p. 118 
1 yard is feet. 
1 :root is inches. 
In the same workbook, p. 111 
A half dozen eggs is eggs. 
On page 64: 
I am years old. 
I am inches tall. 
I weigh pounds. 
21. 
In Practice Exercises in Ari~~et1c, p. 112 
Ex. 2 pints in 1 quart 
4 quarts in 1 gallon 
Ex. 60 minutes in 1 hour 
24 hours in 1 day 
7 days 1n 1 week 
4 weeks in 1 month 
12 months in 1 year 
4. In analyzing the content of the ten workbooks for 
money - on page 17 of ~ Second Number Book: 
I 
I )i 
.I 
5. 
Ex. 
Ex. 
A nickel is worth ___ cents. 1 
A dime in worth cents. · 
A dime is worth nickels. II 
A quarter is worth dimes and nickeU 
A quarter is worth cents. 11 
It 
56 and 57: i! In the same workbook, on pages 
Count the cents in a dollar by lO's 
10 20 
One dollar equals - quarters. 
One half dollar equals cents. 
In analyzing for fractions - in Jolly Numbers on 
,! page 
i 
19 (Part 2): 
~ I 
il 
'I 
I 
., 
:l 
" 
,. 
I 
!I 6 !I • 
tl 
i! Stories, 
II 
'! !I 
I 
I 
:t 
Ex. Write the 
a. Which 
b. Which 
c. Which 
fraction that tells: 
is larger t or i? .,......,..~ 
is larger, 1/3 or 1/2? 
is larger, 1/3 or 1/4? 
In analyzing for Comparisons - on page 1 of Number 
Workbook 2: 
Ex. Find the apple that is bigger. 
Same workbook, page 2: 
Is Bobby taller than Betty? 
Is Bobby as tall as Jack? 
Is Bobby the tallest? 
Does Bobby have the shortest mast? 
22 
/ 
I 
i 
; 
Ex. 
Ex. 
Ex. 
Is Bobby's mast as short as Jack's? 
Is Betty's mast shorter than Jack's? 
On page 6: 
Color the longest pole. 
On page 7: 
Color the largest box brown. 
On page 15: 
Is the black kitten 
Is the squirrel the 
Is the black kitten 
kitten? 
lower than the squirrel? 
highest of all? 
as high as the white 
Is the white kitten the lowest of all? 
On page 18: 
ii li 
I' 
·I II 
I! 
I' 
.I 
i! 
I 
I• 
!I 
II 
:I 
'i I, 
!l II 
ll 
!I 
1: 
II 
II 
II 
;I 
II 
I' 
shows more money than Picture ii Ex. Does Picture 4 
8? 
Does Picture 
5? 
On page 6.3: 
4 show less money than Picture r 
II 
II 
all.j 
Ex. Draw a ring around the widest book. 
Put an X on the book that is narrowest of 
In analyzing for problems, a difference was made 
between problems and examples: 
In Teaching Arithmetic in the Elementary School1 
(Primary Grades) on page-.34b! 
"An example is an arithmetical situation in which 
the operation to be performed is indicated; there 
are signs or instructions to indicate which oper-
ation or operations are to be performed. A pro-
blem, on the other hand, is an arithmetical 
situation which requires that the pupil first 
decide upon the operation or operations which are 
to be performed." 
lR. L. Morton. Teaching Arithmetic in the Elementary 
School. New York: Silver Burdett Company, 19.37. p • .346. 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
In How 1Q Work With Numbers, p. 67: 
Ex. Ann had 10 ¢ and spent 6¢. How much did 
she have left? -~--
Mary found 6 blue Easter eggs and J red ones. 
How many eggs did she find? ____ _ 
8. Analyzing for Review, Practice, and Tests listed all, 
i three in the same item. 
In Joll.z Numbers - page 18 is listed as review and prac- .· 
~ on addition and subtraction facts - sums and minuends 
12 and less. 
In the same book on page 80, Test IV contains addition 
examples sums over 10 and higher decade addition - subtrac-
tion examples minuends over 10 and higher decade subtraction. 
"' 1 Also testing on fractions i and ;, also test on counting by 
21 s, J's, and s•s. 
In ~ Second Number ~ on page lOS is found review on 
column addition, sums of 10 and less, higher decade addition., 
Also review on higher decade subtraction. 
In the same workbook on page 106 is review on measure-
ment. On page 109 is an addition test on facts whose sums 
are 10 and less and a subtraction test on facts whose minuen~ 
il are 10 and less. 
:r 
lj 
:I 
[: 
il 
:I 
Tables were made of each workbook listing the items for 
11 which the workbooks were analyzed and the frequency with 
il which these items occurred. Then a checklist of all the 
i 
:I 
.I 
24 
25 
·~workbooks analyzed was made and the totals listed. 
The results are presented in the following chapter. 
CH.APrER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
II 
'I II 
I 
il 
i ,, 
1 II !, 
il 
d 
ii 
li 
!I 
!I 
il 
!! 
i/ 
!j j, 
il 
:I 
n 
:I II I, 
il 
'I 
:I 
il li 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to show: 
1. Content of workbooks. 
2. Frequency of items. 
Comparison of various workbooks. 
it I! 
!i 
ii ii 
,I 
il 
I' 
if 
i[ 
ii 
II Table I lists the items and frequency of occurrence for 1 
rl 
il which Numbers ~ ~l was analyzed. Results show that 
II 
li 
1j addition dealing wihh sums greater than 10 occurs most fre-
11 
lj quently and is found on eighty pages followed closely by the 
II subtraction facts whose minuends are greater than 10 and are 
:1 found on seventy-nine pages. Counting occurs least and is 
'I 
,j 
ii found on one page. There are only two pages dealing with 
I 
;j fractions and three each for higher decade addition and sub-
\1 traction. Fifty-two pages contain review, practice, and 
I 
il tests, while problems can be found on thirty-three of the 
!I workbook pages. 
I' 
II 
il 
,I 
il 
;!I 
:I ;: 
:I 
!I 
i ---=1=-C-l_a_r_k-and 
II Company , 1949. 
Cushman. Numbers at Work. 
p. 128. Price $.45. The Macmillan 
:I ii 
:I 
26 
TABLE I 
ANALYSIS OF NUMBERS AT WORK 
Number 
Addition 
Item 
(Counting 
( 
(Writing 
(Sums less than 10 
( 
(Sums greater than 10 
( 
(Higher decade 
(Minuends less than 10 
( 
Subtraction(Minuends greater than 10 
( 
Measurement 
Money 
Fractions 
Comparisons 
(Higher decade 
, Problems 
:I 
Reviews, Practice, Tests 
--
Frequency of Pages 
On Which Item Appears 
1 
7 
10 
80 
3 
9 
79 
3 
10 
9 
2 
6 
33 
52 
27 
I· 
fl Table II lists the results of the analysis of Jolly I 
I 1 i: 
1 Nymbers. In this workbook, the item most frequently occur- I 
I ring was addition whose sums were greater than 10 and which I 
!I .I 
II were found on eighty-six pages. Seventy-seven pages were I'! 
II found to contain Subtraction whose minuends were greater than! 
il1o. The item occurring on the least number of pages was the I 
II Writing of Number - six pages. Money was found on eignt 
11 pages; Measurement on nine pages; and Counting of Numbers on 
[I 
I 
ten pages. Third in Frequency of occurrence was Reviews, 
Practice, and Tests, found on forty-one pages. Subtraction 
with minuends less than 10 occurred on forty pages and Addi-
tion with sums less than 10 occurred on thirty-four pages. 
and • 160. 
John. Jolly Numbers. Ginn 
Price • 6. 
28 
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TABLE II 
'I 
!I 
I 
ANALYSIS OF JOLLY NUMBERS 
'I 
'I 
d ,, 
ii 
" I 
11 Number 
:I 
II 
!I 
il 
!I Addition 
Item 
{Counting 
( 
(Writing 
(Sums less than 10 
( 
(Sums greater than 10 
( 
(Higher decade 
(Minuends less than 10 
( 
Subtraction(Minuends greater than 10 
( 
11 Measurement 
[J Money 
Fractions 
Comparisons 
Problems 
(Higher decade 
Reviews, Practice, Tests 
Frequency of Pages 
On Which Item Appears 
10 
6 
34 
86 
33 
40 
77 
21 
9 
8 
19 
24 
20 
41 
' II 30 
II ~F==~i,========================================~==== 
!I 
:I 
:1 Table III shows the results of the analysis of Arithme-
:1 
:1 tic For Today. 1 The item occurring most frequently is the 
I 
,
1 Subtraction of sums whose minuends are less than 10 and 
which are found on fifty-five pages. The item second in 
frequency is Money which is found on fifty pages. Found 
least, on two pages, is Addition whose sums are greater than :1 
;! 
10 and on three pages, Subtraction whose minuends are greater ll 
than 10. The Addition of sums less than 10 occurs third in 
frequency being found on forty-five pages. Next in order 
come Comparisons on thirty-two pages, Reviews, Practice, and 
Test on twenty-four pages, Measurement on nineteen pages, 
and Problems on eighteen pages. 
i; 
~~--~----
,, 
II 
'I 
!! lDurrell and Hagamen. 
il Merrill Company, 1951. p. 
Arithmetic For Todax. 
120. Price $.52. 
:j 
Charles E. i1 
!j 
TABLE III 
ANALYSIS OF ARITHMETIC FOR TODAY 
i Number 
I 
' 
ii ,, 
!I Addition 
il 
(Counting 
{ 
(Writing 
(Sums less than 10 
( 
(Sums greater than 10 
( 
{Higher decade 
(Minuends less than 10 
( I 
I 
Subtraction(Minuends greater than 10 
( 
!I 
I 
I i. Measurement 
!l Noney 
Fractions 
I 
!1 Comparisons 
I 
1 Problems 
I 
(Higher decade 
Reviews, Practice, Tests 
Frequency of Pages 
On Which Item Appears 
8 
9 
45 
2 
7 
55 
3 
12 
19 
50 
5 
32 
18 
24 
31 
i\ Table IV shows the results of the analysis of Number 
jl Stories. 1 The item which occur;red most frequently was Com-
I parisons which were found on fifty-siX pages. 
! 
Second in 
,I 
frequency was Subtraction, with minuends less than 10, found 11 
on forty-tive pages. This was followed by Addition, with 
sums less than 10, found on forty-two pages. Not found at 
all was Addition and Subtraction whose sums and minuends are 
greater than 10. Also not found was Higher Decade Addition 
and Higher Decade Subtra~tion. Fractions were not included 
The item occurring least was the II in the content at all. 
i' 
I 
II 
I 
! 
I 
Writing of Numbers - found on two pages. Counting occurred 
on but four pages, Measurement on six pages. Eight pages 
contained Reviews, Practice, and Tests. 
'I 
!1 lFindley, Studebaker, and Knight. Number Stories - Wor 
il book 2. Scott, Foresman and Company, 1950. p. 96. Price---
I 
I 
I 
II 
32 
TABLE IV 
Al{ALYSIS OF NUMBER STORIES 
:1 Number 
:1 
il 
(i Addition 
il 
•I 
.I 
I 
(Counting 
( 
(Writing 
(Sums less than 10 
( 
(Sums greater than 10 
( 
(Higher decade 
il (Minuends less than 10 
·r < i Subtraction(Minuends greater than 10 
i ( 
!I (Higher decade 
Jl Measurement 
li 
!I Money 
i! Fractions 
1
1 Comparisons 
1:1 Problems 
1
1 Reviews, Practice, Tests 
II 
!.I 
Frequency of Pages 
On Which Item Appears 
4 
2 
42 
0 
0 
45 
0 
0 
6 
JO 
0 
56 
28 
8 
jl 
' 
It 33 
I! 
I 
Table V shows the results of the analysis of Hap21 
Times With Numbers.l The items occurring most frequently 
were Subtraction with minuends less than 10 on forty-three 
I 
II 
1\ 
,I 
I! 
,I 
I! 
li II 
pages and Addition with sums less than 10 on forty-two pages.~! 
. I 
Counting of numbers was found least - occurring on five 1 
I pages. Higher Decade Addition and Subtraction were found on ii 
six pages each. In order, Comparisons occurred on seven 
pages, Fractions and Problems on eight pages, and Money on 
nine pages. The item occurring third most frequently was 
Reviews, Practice, and Tests - found on twenty pages. 
il 1 
if Fershing. Happy Times With Numbers. Allyn and Bacon, 
" il Inc., 1951. p. 126: Price $.64. 
34 
TABLE V 
ANALYSIS OF HAPPY TIMES WITH NUMBERS 
:I 
'I 
:1 Number 
'I 
'I 
I 
:I 
!; Addition 
II 
!i 
Item 
(Counting 
( 
(Writing 
(Sums less than 10 
( 
(Sums greater than 10 
( 
(Higher decade 
(Minuends less than 10 
( 
Subtraction{Minuends greater than 10 
( 
Measurement 
Money 
Fractions 
Comparisons 
l Problems 
{Higher decade 
!! Reviews, Practice, Tests 
!j 
I 
I 
I 
Frequency of 
On Which Item 
5 
13 
42 
10 
6 
43 
12 
6 
10 
9 
8 
7 
8 
20 
35 
Pages 
Appears 
Table VI lists the items and frequency of occurrence in 
Learning About Numbers.l Subtraction with minuends less thll 
10 occurred most frequently - found on thirty-one pages. I 
Addition with sums less than 10 occurred on twenty-nine page~ 
1! 
Next came Addition with sums greater than 10 - twenty-six 11 
P 'ill pages. Also on twenty-six pages occurred Reviews, ractice, 
and Tests. Then Subtraction with minuends greater than 10 11 
d 
'i 
occurred on twenty-three pages. The items not occurring at 11 
II 
" all were Higher Decade Addition and Subtraction. The items 11 
I! 
found least were Writing of Numbers occurring on but one pagejl 
!I 
and Counting of Numbers occurring on three pages. There were!l 
only six pages of Fractions and twelve pages on which Mea- [l 
' surement occurred. 
d il 
II 
!I 
ll _____ _ 
il lw1en, Randall and Herrick. Learning About Numbers. 
1 D. c. Heath and Company, 1944. p. 10.5. Price $.6o. 
I 
36 
I 
II I 
'I II 
II 
il TABLE VI 
il 
il ANALYSIS OF LEARNING ABOUT NUMBERS 
II 
II 
!I 
il Number 
II 
!I 
II Addition 
[ 
Item 
(Counting 
( 
(Writing 
(Sums less than 10 
( 
(Sums greater than 10 
( 
(Higher decade 
' (Minuends less than 10 
I, < il Subtraction(Minuends greater than 10 
i! ( II 
i/ (Higher decade 
I 
I
I Measurement 
Money 
Fractions 
Comparisons 
Problems 
1 Reviews, Practice, Tests 
!I 
il 
i! 
il 
•I 
i 
Frequency of Pages 
On Which Item Appears 
3 
1 
29 
26 
0 
31 
23 
0 
12 
15 
6 
21 
14 
26 
37 
Table VII lists the items and frequency of occurrence I! 
in How To Work With Numbers. 1 
------
The items most 
li 
frequently II 
forty-tt-ro pages!! found were Addition with sums less than 10 on 
:I 
'I 
!i and Subtraction with minuends less than 10 on thirty-nine 
pages. Reviews, Practice, and Tests occurred on thirty-five 
pages. Higher Decade Addition was found on thirty-four pages! 1 
il 
i! 
and Higher Decade Subtraction on thirty-two pages. Addition 
with sums greater than 10 occurred on thirty pages and Sub- li 
traction with minuends greater than 10 occurred on twenty- !I 
,, 
li four pages. Not occurring at all were Counting and Fraction~! 
- /1 
The item occurring least was Measurement on seven pages. 
lBarden and Carter. How To Work With Numbers. Rand, 
~ McNally and Company, 1943. p. 96. Price $.60. 
38 
TABLE VII 
ANALYSIS OF l!Q.!l TO WORK WITH ..::.;.NUMB=:o:E;:.:R::S 
Number 
Addition 
d 
I' 
li 
I 
Item 
{Counting 
( 
(Writing 
(Sums less than 10 
( 
(Sums greater than 10 
{ 
{Higher decade 
(Minuends less than 10 
{ il 
ij 
Subtraction(Minuends greater than 10 
( 
I, 
>I 
'I 
:I 
il Measurement 
II 
II Money 
I 
" 
'i[ Fractions 
'I Comparisons 
il 
i Problems 
(Higher decade 
il Reviews, 
I, 
Practice, Tests 
ii 
q 
II 
I 
I II li il 
il 
i' ii ,, 
I 
Frequency of Pages 
On Which Item Appears 
0 
14 
42 
30 
34 
39 
24 
32 
7 
13 
0 
1.5 
11 
3.5 
39 
Table VIII lists the items and frequency of occurrence 
1 in Row-Peterson Arithmetic. The item occurring most fre-
!i quently was Addition with sums less than 10 on fifty-three li 
'I 
,: pages. Subtraction with minuends less than 10 occurred on II 
'I I 
11 forty-one pages. Addition with sums greater than 10 occurredll 
II ' 
:1, on twenty-five pages, as did ·subtraction with minuends 1
1
\ 
il il 
:j greater than 10. Items not occurring at all were Writing ;I 
il !, 
'I Numbers and Higher Decade Subtraction. Items found occurring!! 
I !I !!least were Fractions on two pages and Measurement on four 1: 
I I,' 
II pages. 
!I II 
il 
ii 
li 
il 
I• 
:I 
il 
il 
'.I 
II 
i! 
lwheat and Wheat. 
son and Company, 1951. 
Row-Peterson Arithmetic. 
p. 128~ Price $.48. Row-Peter-
40 
TABLE VIII 
ANALYSIS OF ROW-PETERSON ARITHMETIC 
Number 
Addition 
Item 
(Counting 
( 
(Writing 
(Sums less than 10 
( 
(Sums greater than 10 
( 
(Higher decade 
(Minuends less than 10 
{ 
Subtraction{Minuends greater than 10 
( 
Measurement 
Money 
Fractions 
Comparisons 
Problems 
(Higher decade 
Reviews, Practice, Tests 
Frequency of Pages 
On Which Item Appears 
6 
0 
53 
25 
13 
41 
25 
0 
4 
12 
2 
9 
11 
17 
II 
I 
II 41 
I! 
I 
1 42 
i 
I Table IX lists the it ems and frequency of occurrence of 
I 
I these items in Practice Exercises .!!! Ari thmetic. 1 The item 
/ by far most frequently found was Addition with sums less than 
l' 
1 10 on fifty-two pages. Next, found on twenty-five pages, was 
I 
II Subtraction with minuends less than 10. Comparisons occurredil 
I[ on nineteen pages, Writing Numbers on sixteen pages, and 1 
!!Reviews, Practice, and Tests on fifteen pages. The item 
II occurring least was Fractions, found on two pages. Counting 
II 
If Numbers and Higher Decade Subtraction occurred on but three 
! ) pages. 
lschlegel, Bristow, Eberly and Stiles. Practice Exer-
cises in Arithmetic. The Continental Pres,, 1948. p. 128. 
~ Price $.27. 
TABLE IX 
ANALYSIS OF PRACTICE EXERCISES IN ARITHMETIC 
Number 
Addition 
Item 
(Counting 
( 
(Writing 
(Sums less than 10 
( 
(Sums greater than 10 
( 
(Higher decade 
(Minuends less than 10 
( 
Subtraction(Minuends greater than 10 
( 
Measurement 
Money 
•I 
:I 
:i Fractions 
" I 
,I Comparisons 
:I il Problems 
!r 
(Higher decade 
I Reviews, Practice, Tests 
il I, 
;I 
:I 
il 
"I 
:i II 
!t 
I 
il 
Frequency of Pages 
On Which Item Appears 
3 
16 
52 
12 
11 
25 
6 
3 
9 
11 
2 
19 
8 
15 
d 
.il 
!I 43 
" ;I ,, 
Table X lists the items and the frequency of occurrence 
of these items in~ Second Number ~.1 The items most 
frequently occurring were Addition with sums less than 10 on 
forty-one pages and Money on forty-one pages. Next in the 
frequency of occurrence came Subtraction with minuends less 
than 10, thirty-nine pages, Problems, twenty-four pages, 
Measurement, twenty pages, and Higher Decade Addition on 
nineteen pages. The items occurring least frequently were 
Subtraction with minuends greater than 10 on three pages, 
and Addition with sums greater than 10 on four pages. 
'i lclark, Otis and Clark. 
il Book Company, 194.5. p. 109. 
My Second Number Book. 
Price $ • .56. World 
44 
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TABLE X 
ANALYSIS OF ..tlX SECOND NUMBER BOOK 
Item 
i (Counting I 
I Number ( 
,, (Writing 
II 
:r 
il (Sums less than 10 :I 
II ( 
rl Addition (Sums greater than 10 
II ~Higher decade il ,, 
,i 
i 
I (Minuends less than 10 ( I 
I Subtraction(Minuends greater than I 
i 
1. 
I 
I 
il Measurement 
I 
i Money 
J Fractions 
i 
IJ Comparisons 
/1 Problems 
I 
( 
(Higher decade 
1 Reviews, Practice, Tests 
I 
'I 
II 
II 
I 
II 
I' 
I 
II 
10 
Frequency of Pages 
On Which Items Appear 
7 
10 
41 
4 
19 
39 
3 
8 
20 
41 
9 
16 
24 
12 
45 
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TABLE XI / 
CHECK LIST OF ITE~i 
Numbers Arithmetic Happy Times Learning How to Work Practice My Second 
at Jolly for Number with About With Row-Peterson Exercises in Number 
Work Numbers Today Stories Numbers Numbers Numbers Arithmetic Arithmetic Book Totals (Counting 1 10 8 4 5 3 0 6 3 7 47 Number ( . 
(Writing _z 6 9 2 13 1 14 0 16 10 27 
~Sums less than 10 10 34 45 42 42 29 42 53 52 41 390 
Addition (Sums greater than 10 80 86 2 0 10 26 30 25 12 4 275 (Higher decade 3 '33 _7_ 0 6 0 34 13 11 19 126 (Minuends less than 10 9 40 55 45 43 31 39 41 25 39 367 Subtraction( f11nuends greater than 10 79 77 3 0 12 23 24 25 6 3 252 (Higher decade 3 21 12 0 6 0 3_2 0 3 8 85 
Measurement 10 9 19 6 10 12 _7_ 4 9 20 106 
Money 9 8 50 30 9 15 13_ 12 11 41 198 
Fractions 2 19 5 0 8 6 0 2 2 9 53 
Comparisons 6 24 32 56 7 21 15 9 19 16 205 
Problems 33 20 18 28 8 14 11 11 8 24 122 
Reviews. Practice. Tests 52 41 __24 8 20 26 35 17 . 1.5_ 12 250 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The author chose for this study ten workbooks in second 
II grade number. Each workbook was analyzed for content, which 
II 
:I 
'i 
1! 47 d 
:i 
! ;i 
included the processes- Addition and Subtraction, the count-, 
ing and writing of Numbers, Measurement, Money, Fractions, 
Comparisons, Problems, Reviews, Practice, and Tests, and for 
j1 the frequency of pages on which each item occurred. A table 
~~listing the items and number of pages on which such items 
!I occurred was made for each workbook. Each table was accom-
1 panied by an explanation. Next, an over-all table was made 
i 
:, to show the totals for all the workbooks. From this over-alli: 
\1 table, comparisons of the workbooks was made and conclusions 
I 
:1 were drawn based on the results of the study. 
II 
!i 
111. In the counting and writing of numbers, the ten workbooks 
'I 
'.', analyzed differed greatly. 
I 
'i 
'I 
;I 
a. In the counting of numbers, one workbook - How !Q 
Work With Numbers - did not contain this item at 
all. In Numbers At ~. it occurred on but one 
page. The workbook in which this item occurred most.· 
frequently was in Jollz Number~ - ten pages. Fol-
lowing in order of frequency came Arithmetic For 
Today - eight pages, l':!l Second Number ~ - seven 
~ 
!I 
il il 
il 
!i ,,
,, 
:I ;i 
tl 
'I 
il 
!I 
:j 
li 
'I 
'I 
:: 
I 
!I 
I II ,, 
1: q 
,, 
II 
II 
!I 2. ,, 
'I 
pages and BQ!-Peterson Arithmetic - siX pages. 
b. In the writing of numbers, the workbook containing 
the item most frequently was Practice Exercises in 
Arithmetic - sixteen pages. Following in frequency 
came fourteen pages in~ To ~ ~ Numbers, 
thirteen pages in Happy Times With Numbers, and ten 
pages in ~ Second Number ~· The Row-Peterson 
Workbook did not contain this item at all. The 
workbooks in which the item occurred least frequent-i! 
ly were Learning About Numbers - one page, and 
Number Stories - two pages. 
The workbooks differed greatly in the parts of the addi-
li tion process covered and in the amount of practice provided. 
1! 
a. The pages covering addition facts - sums less than 
10, ranged from ten in Numbers At ~ to fifty-
three in~-Peterson Workbook. In between these 
two extremes, came Practice ~xercises in Arithmetic 
lr 
- fifty-two pages, Arithmetic For Today - forty-fiveji 
pages, Number Stories, Happy Times With Numbers, 
How 1Q ~ With Numbers - forty-two pages each. 
b. The pages concerned with facts greater than 10 
ranged from eighty-six in Jolly Numbers to zero in 
Number Stories. Second in amount of frequency with 
eighty pages came Numbers At Work. Third came 
thirty pages in How !Q ~ With Numbers. Arithme-
" !' 
tic For Today contained two pages of this item and 
~ Second Number ~ contained four pages. 
c. A great difference was seen in the amount of prac-
tice in higher decade addition. Two books, Number 
Stories and Learning About Numbers, had none and 
the others ranged from three pages in Numbers at Wor~ 
!I to thirty-four pages in How !,Q Work With Numbers. 
113. In providing practice in subtraction, again a difference 
iwas seen in the amount provided by the ten workbooks. 
i 
a. The pages covering subtraction facts - minuends less i: 
I' 1: than 10, ranged from fifty-five pages in Arithmetic ' 
For Today to nine pages in Numbers At Work. Number 
Stories provided forty-five pages, Happy Times -
forty-three pages, and BQ!-Peterson- forty-one 
pages. 
b. In subtraction facts whose minuends gre greater than I! 
10, the workbooks in which the item occurred most 
frequently were Numbers At Work - seventy-nine 
pages, and Jolly Numbers - seventy-seven pages. 
Number Stories contained zero pages and ~ Second 
Number Book and Arithmetic For Today contained three 1' 
pages each. Practice Exercises in Arithmetic con-
tained six pages and Happy Times With Numbers -
twelve pages. 
==t 
,I 
c. 
:I 
In providing practice in higher decade subtraction, il 
three workbooks - Number Stories, Learning About 
Numbers, and ~-Peterson Arithmetic contained zero 
pages. Providing this practice most frequently was 
How to Work With Numbers with thirty-two pages. 
----
Two workbooks - Numbers At Work and Practice ~­
cises 1n Arithmetic provided but three pages each 
to this item. 
:I 
!I 
li II 
li 
iJ 
IJ 
!f 
ri 
1
1 4. In their treatment of Measurement, the workbooks in which 1! 
II 
I d 
1 the item occurred most frequently were ~ Second Number ~ li 
1- twenty pages and Arithmetic For Today - nineteen pages. 11 
,-, I The workbooks containing this item the least were Row-Peter- 11 
~~Workbook- four pages, Number Stories- six pages,~ 
! 
i 12, Work .!'!,ill Numbers - seven pages, and Jolly Nuni:>ers and 
! 
;I Practice Exercises in Arithmetic - nine pages each. 
iJs. In providing practice on Money, the workbooks varied 
ll 
!I greatly. 
i' 
Arithmetic For Today provided fifty pages, ~ 
li 
i Second Number Book provided 
i 
'! forty-one pages. The workbook in il 
ii 
!which the item occurred the 
! 
least was Jolly Numbers with eigh~ 
!: 
1pages. Happy Times .!ill!! Numbers provided nine pages. Third 
i 
'lin frequency was thirty pages provided by Number Stories. 
:! 
'16 :I • In providing practice on Fractions, Jolly Numbers con-
!i ,, 
!itained the greatest number of pages, nineteen. Number 
1
1 Stories and ,!!2!! .!£ ~ With Numbers contain no fractions at ,, 
1
1 all. The workbooks providing the least practice were Numbers li 
1. 
50 
At !l.Q.r!s, Row-Peterson Arithmetic, and Practice Exercises in 
Arithmetic with two pages each. 
7. In the use of Comparisons, Number Storie§ provided fifty- ii 
i! 
:; 
six pages. The workbooks in which this item occurred least 1[ 
were Numbers At ~, six pages, Happy Times With il frequently 
\Numbers, seven pages, and Row-Peterson Arithmetic, nine pages! 
· Standing second and third in the use of comparison were 11 
i[ 
Arithmetic EQr Todgy, thirty-two pages, and Jolly Numbers 
with twenty-four pages. 
18. The workbook in which problems occurred most frequently 
II 
II 
i: 
i· il il 
!! q 
was Numbers At Work with thirty-three pages. Second came I' 
-- I 
Number Stories with twenty-eight pages. Third came ~ Second! 
Number ~ with twenty-four pages. I l 
I The workbooks in which 
I 
occurred least frequently were Happy Times With l 
-I
this item 
I 
Numbers an d Practice Exercises in Arithmetic with eight pages il 
II li 
ij 
each. 
9. In the 
and Tests, 
amount of pages provided for Review, Practice, 
the workbook providing this item most frequently 
I! 
!I 
'I 
II ,, 
was 
il 
s At Work with fifty-two pages. Following second il ==..:=;::... !, Number 
land third, were Joll~ Numbers with forty-one pages and~ 
! 
To Work With Numbers with thirty-five pages. The workbook 
I in which this item occurred least was on eight pages of 
Number Stories. 
II 
II 
II 
ll 
1'1 
II 
i! 
:! 
;: 
i! 
SJ 
In comparing the totals of the items, the one most fre- r 
-""' .. =-~~=c:J!=:q=u=e=n""tc=~Y= occurring was Addition- sums less than 10 - 390 t~ 
'i 
II 
II 
!! 
pages. Second came Subtraction - minuends less than 10 -
367 pages. Third came Addition - sums greater than 10 - 275 
pages. Fourth came Subtraction - minuends greater than 10 - I 
252 pages. Review, Practice, and Tests were provided on 250 i 
I 
pages of the ten workbooks. Comparison was used on 205 pages~ 
The items occurring least frequently were Number Writing -
twenty-seven pages and Number Counting - forty-seven pages. 
In analyzing the content of the workbooks it was found 
/, 
I 
I 
that the workbooks differed greatly both on the items covered I 
and the frequency of these items. I 
In making selection of a number workbook, consideration !: 
!I 
must be made of the number background of the children coming 11 
into the grade and of the amount and items which are required[ 
to be taught under the school's course of study. 
"~=IF=== 
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